Abstract-Online learning has become increasingly popular on handling massive data. The sequential nature of online learning, however, requires a centralized learner to store data and update parameters. In this paper, we consider online learning with distributed data sources. The autonomous learners update local parameters based on local data sources and periodically exchange information with a small subset of neighbors in a communication network. We derive the regret bound for strongly convex functions that generalizes the work by Ram et al.
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INTRODUCTION
O NLINE learning has emerged as an attractive paradigm in machine learning given the ever-increasing amounts of data being collected everyday. It efficiently reduces the training time by processing the data only once, assuming that all the training data are available at a central location. For many applications, however, this assumption is problematic. For instance, sensor networks may be deployed in rain forests and collect data autonomously. The cost of transmitting all the data to a central server can be prohibitively high. Also, sharing sensitive data might lead to information leakage and raise privacy concerns. For example, banks collect credit information about their customers but might not share the data with other financial institutions for privacy concerns. Similarly, privacy concerns might prevent sharing of patient records across hospitals.
Therefore, it is desirable to conduct distributed learning in a fully decentralized setting. Specifically, we treat individual computational units (e.g., processors) in a network as autonomous learner. They learn model parameters independently from their local data sources and pass estimation information to their neighbors in a communication network. By doing so, distributed learning avoids sharing original, sensitive data with others and storing data in a central location.
In this paper, we consider a general distributed autonomous online learning algorithm to learn from fully decentralized data sources. We address two important questions associated with this general algorithm. The first question is how the distributed online learners perform compared with the optimal learner chosen in hindsight. To this end, we derive the regret bound for strongly convex functions. Our work is closely related to the recent work by Ram et al. [1] and Nedic and Ozdaglar [2] ; the main difference lies in our analysis for strongly convex functions, which naturally extends the results of Ram et al. [1] .
The second question is how the topology of the computational network affects privacy preservation. When the distributed online learning algorithm is used in P2P networks, a user (node) may worry about information leakage about the training data she have. Secure multiparty computation (SMC) has been a fruitful field that tackles this problem. However, most SMC protocols trade algorithmic accuracy for security. We want to know whether our distributed online learning algorithm has privacy preserving features without patching any SMC protocol. To answer this question, we draw ideas from the modern control theory to model the distributed online learning algorithm as a structured linear time-invariant system, and we establish theorems on necessary and sufficient conditions that a malicious learner can reconstruct the subgradients for other learners at other locations. Based on these conditions, we conclude that for most communication topologies, namely with connectivity greater than one, our algorithm inherently prevents the reconstruction of the subgradients at other locations, therefore avoiding information leakage. Unlike previous works on privacy-preserving learning that mostly alter the original learning algorithms by patching cryptographical tools, such as secure multiparty computation [3] , [4] and randomization [5] , or data aggregation [6] , [7] , our privacy-preserving properties are intrinsic in the sense that they do not require any modifications to the algorithm but are solely determined by the communication network topology of the distributed learners and does not conflict with additional cryptographical protocols.
The main contributions of this paper include
. We present a distributed autonomous online learning algorithm that computes local subgradients and shares parameter vectors between nodes in a communication network. We derive its regret bounds for strongly convex (hence convex) functions. . We use results from the modern control theory to show the connection between the reconstructability of local subgradients and the topology of the communication network, which implies privacy preservation of local data for well-chosen communication networks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present preliminaries for the formal technical discussion. In Sections 3 and 3.1, we present our distributed online algorithm and discuss its regret bounds. The proof of the regret bound is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we use modern control theory to establish our results on privacy preserving of the proposed algorithm. In Section 6, we discuss closely related works. In Section 7, we present simulation results of the proposed methods. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
Notation: Lower case letters (e.g., w) denote (column) vectors while upper case letters (e.g., A) denote matrices. We will denote the ðj; iÞth element of A by A ji and the ith column of A by A i . Subscripts with t, t þ 1, and so on, are used for indexing the parameter vector with respect to time, while superscripts are used for indexing with respect to a processor. For instance, w i t denotes the parameter vector of the ith processor at time t. We use e i to denote the ith basis vector (the vector of all zeros except one on the ith position), and e to denote the vector of all ones. Unless specified otherwise, Á k k refers to the euclidean norm
, and Á; Á h i denotes the euclidean dot product x; x 0 h i¼ P i x i x 0 i . Sequential online learning: Online learning usually proceeds in trials. At each trial, a data point x t is given to the learner that produces a parameter vector w t from a convex set IR n . One then computes some function of the inner product w t ; x t h i to produce a labelŷ t . The true label y t is revealed to the learner, which then incurs a convex (but not necessarily smooth) loss lðw t ; x t ; y t Þ and the learner adjusts its parameter vector. If we succinctly denote f t ðwÞ :¼ lðw; x t ; y t Þ, then online learning is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem in a stochastic fashion:
JðwÞ; where JðwÞ ¼ X T t¼1 f t ðwÞ and IR n ; ð1Þ and the goal is to minimize the regret
For many applications, however, the data are not all available to a centralized learner to perform sequential online learning.
Communication via doubly stochastic matrix: We shall see that our autonomous learners exchange information with their neighbors. The communication pattern is defined by a weighted directed graph with a m-by-m adjacency matrix, A, is doubly stochastic. Recall that a matrix is said to be doubly stochastic if and only if all elements of A are nonnegative and both rows and columns sum to one.
In the following analysis of regret bounds, we are interested in the limiting behaviors of A k as k ! 1. It is well known in finite-state Markov chain theory that there are geometric bounds for A k if A is irreducible and aperiodic [8] :
C > 0 and 0
where C and depend on the size and the topology of G.
For example, the famous spectral geometric bound has C ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi m p ; ¼ the spectral gap of A. To this end, Duchi et al. [9] examined the impact of different choices of A and network topologies on the convergence rate of the dual averaging algorithm for distributed optimization. Since the relationship between network topology and convergence rate is not the focus of this paper, we use the bound given in [8, Chapter 12] in this paper for simplicity, where C ¼ 2 and is related to the minimum nonzero values of A. It is easy to show that our regret bounds can be modified accordingly if one uses a general Markov mixing bound.
DISTRIBUTED AUTONOMOUS ONLINE LEARNING
For distributed autonomous online learning, we assume to have m local online learners using only data stored at local sites. At each trial, m data points x i t with i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; mg are given and the ith learner updates model parameters based on the ith point. The learner produces a parameter vector w i t that is used to compute the prediction w . The communication pattern among processors is assumed to form a strongly (but not necessarily fully) connected graph. In particular, we will assume a directed weighted graph whose adjacency matrix A is doubly stochastic. One can interpret the entry A ji as the importance that learner i places on the parameter vector communicated by learner j. Of course, if A ji ¼ 0, then learners j does not send data to learner i.
The corresponding optimization problem is 
and regret is measured with respect to the parameter vector w j t of an arbitrary learner j:
If we denote f t ¼ P m i¼1 f i t , 1 our definition of the regret has the same form of the regret in sequential online learning for each local learner. Given N data points, there are T ¼ N iterations or trial in sequential online learning. In our case, this number reduces down to T ¼ N m . We will show the convergence of w j t by bounding the regret R DA . In particular, we are interested in generalizing the celebrated ffiffiffi ffi T p and log T bounds [10] , [11] of sequential online learning to distributed autonomous online learning.
We present a general online learning algorithm for solving (4) here. Specifically, a local learner propagates the parameter to other learners. After receiving the parameters from other learners, each learner updates its local parameter through a linear combination of the received and its own old parameter. Then, the local learner updates the local model parameter based on the data collected and the local subgradient. Via this cooperation, the learners learn a model from distributed data sequentially. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Regret Bounds
For our analysis, we make the following standard assumptions, which are assumed to hold for all the proofs and theorems presented below:
t is strongly convex with modulus ! 0. with the jth learner. We further assume that A is irreducible, aperiodic, and there exists < 1 as defined in (3). 3. is a closed convex subset of IR n with nonempty interior. The subgradient @ w f i t ðwÞ can be computed for every w 2 . 4. The diameter diamðÞ ¼ sup x;x 0 2 x À x 0 k k of is bounded by F < 1. 5. The set of optimal solutions of (4) denoted by Ã is nonempty. 6. The norm of the subgradients of f The following theorem characterizes the regret of Algorithm 1:
On the other hand, when ¼ 0, if we set t ¼
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section. When m ¼ 1, Algorithm 1 reduces to the classical sequential online learning. Accordingly, our bounds (7) and (6) become the classical square root regret Oð ffiffiffiffi ffi N p Þ of [10] and the logarithmic regret Oðlog T Þ of [11] . When m > 1, recall that for every time t, the m processors simultaneously process m data points. Therefore, in T steps, our learners process mT data points. If we let N ¼ mT , then our bounds can be rewritten as Oð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi mN p Þ and Oðm þ m logðN=mÞÞ, respectively. It must be borne in mind that our algorithm is affected by two limiting factors. First, there is only limited information sharing between different learners. Second, by our definition of regret, our algorithm is forced to predict on m data points in one shot with a single parameter vector w j t . This is in contrast with the sequential online learner that has access to the full data set and can use different parameter vectors for each of the m data points.
If we treat all the distributed parameters across the learners as a single aggregated parameter w t ¼ ðw 1 t ; . . . ; w m t Þ, we can apply the results for sequential online learning to obtain the generalization bounds for distributed online learning in terms of the regret bounds.
PROOFS OF THE REGRET BOUNDS
The subgradient (set) @ x fðÁÞ of a convex function fðxÞ at x 0 is defined as
A convex function fðÁÞ defined on domain is said to be strongly convex with modulus > 0 if and only if 8x; y 2 ; fðyÞ À fðxÞ À y À x; @ x fðxÞ
where @ x fðxÞ is the subgradient. The euclidean projection operator onto a set IR n is defined as
We define the average parameter vector w t as
Our proof is based on an analysis of the sequence of values w t .
Lemmas
We start from a key result concerning the decomposition of regret is Lemma 2 given below: 
Proof. Define
Recall that is assumed to be convex, A is a doubly stochastic matrix, and w j t 2 for all j. Therefore, A ji ! 0, P j A ji ¼ 1, and P j A ji w j t 2 for all i. By this observation, the definition of the projection operator (10) , and the definition ofŵ :
Then, we define the following matrices to simplify the notations:
Since A is doubly stochastic Ae ¼ 1. Therefore, by using (13) and the update in Step 6 of Algorithm 1, we have the relation
Using the above relation, we unroll w tþ1 À w k k 2 by
In view of (14)
Next, we turn our attention to the
term that we bound using (8) and (9) as follows: 
Summing up over i ¼ 1; . . . ; m obtains
The projection operator satisfies the following property:
To estimate r i tþ1 ; w t À w , we use (13), (21), and (14) to write 
Combining (17), (18) , and (20) with (16) completes the proof. t u
The following lemma to upper bound the terms w t À w i t and w t Àŵ i tþ1 in (12) . The convergence rate in (3) plays a central role in this lemma.
Lemma 3. If the assumptions in Section 3 hold, and let be as in (3), then
Proof. Using the notations defined in the proof of Lemma 2, we unroll the relation
which is defined through Algorithm 1 yields
Using A k e ¼ 1 for all k, (3), (14) , and the above relation, we can write
We omit the proof for (23) that follows along similar lines. t u A general lemma on the regret bounds is the following:
Ã denote the best parameter chosen in hindsight. Then, the regret of Algorithm 1 can be bounded via
where C is a communication-graph-dependent constant defined as
Proof. Set w ¼ w Ã , divide both sides of (12) by 2 t m and rearrange to obtain
Plug in the estimate of the subgradients and the bounds (22) and (23):
Summing over t ¼ 1; . . . ; T
Since the diameter of is bounded by F
Let Iðt > kÞ be the indicator function that is 1 when t > k and 0 otherwise. Then
Plug in the estimate for C 1 and C 2 , to obtain (26) 
When ¼ 0 and we set t ¼
Generalization Bound
We investigate the relationship between the regret bounds and the generalization ability of the proposed algorithms. Let 
Note that W j t are random since F j t are random. Inequality (28) gives Oð1=NÞ bound on the risk of the best aggregated parameter for strongly convex functions, which translates to Oð1=Þ convergence rate (in probability). The key to the proof of the theorem is the generalization bound for sequential online learning by Cesa-Bianchi and Gentile [12] , which is based on Bernstein's martingale inequality. 
In terms of f t and w t , Algorithm 1 can be regarded as a sequential online learning algorithm that updates w t with f t . This view of the algorithm falls into the general setting of the online learning algorithm studied in [12] , if we further interpret w t as hypotheses and f t as training examples. Proposition 2 in [12] gives [13] ) may disclose sensitive information about raw data (e.g., medical record), which is undesirable for the privacy-sensitive applications mentioned, such as mining patient information across hospitals. Our decentralized algorithm transmits only local model parameters between neighbors in the network, reducing the possibility of information leakage.
Formally, the communication graph is a directed graph CðAÞ. The node set consists of the online learners f1; . . . ; mg. The edge set E is fði; jÞ j A ij 6 ¼ 0g, where node i is connected to node j if the weight A ij is nonzero. We say a node i is connected to j if and only if ði; jÞ 2 E. The neighbor set NðjÞ of j is fi j ði; jÞ 2 Eg. Intuitively, the topology of the communication graph can affect the privacy-preserving capability. Consider the two examples in Fig. 1 to gain intuition. We assume that all nodes (learners) M, P , and Q know the matrix A representing the communication graph, and the convex set ¼ IR n . Suppose M is a malicious node that wants to gain information about the input data of P and Q by recovering their subgradients. Based on the communication graph in Fig. 1a , M receives the parameters from P and Q. It can use the received parameters to compute the linear combination and find the subgradient. By contrast, it is intuitively difficult to recover the subgradients based on the communication graph in Fig. 1b . Here, P s parameters are "mixed" with the Qs parameters through a linear combination at the local subgradient step (Line 6 in Algorithm 1) before sent to M, and M does not directly receive any information from Q. The ambiguity about the parameters of Q prevents the malicious node M from correctly reconstructing the local subgradients of P and Q.
Full Reconstruction
Inspired by these two examples, we formally examine under which conditions a malicious node cannot reconstruct all subgradients of other nodes based on the parameter vectors of its adjacent nodes. We refer to this problem as full reconstruction of subgradient, in contrast to the partial reconstruction of subgradients discussed later. We assume ¼ IR n for this moment, i.e., there is no projection step in Algorithm 1. Projection will be handled differently later. Throughout this section, we shall use the following definitions and notations: 
where e G t ¼ À t G t is the (unknown) input (i.e., local subgradients), W t is the state, and Y t is the output (i.e., the columns of Y t are parameter vectors received by M), and C is a matrix selecting the columns of W t that node M receives. According to Brogan [14] , the system S is invertible, if the output sequence Y t determines the unique input e G t . Therefore, we can rephrase the full subgradient reconstruction problem as the invertibility of S. Our theorem relates the invertibility of S to the topological properties of the communication graph.
Theorem 6. If all other nodes are connected to M, then for almost any choice of nonzero entries in A, the output sequence Y t at the malicious node M gives rise to a unique sequence of subgradientsG t . On the other hand, if all other nodes are not connected to M, then regardless of the choice of nonzero entries in A, the output sequence Y t does not uniquely specifyG t .
Proof. A path p from nodes i 0 to i is a sequence of nodes i 0 ; i 1 ; . . . ; i , and ði j ; i jþ1 Þ is an edge for every 0 ! j < . Two paths p 1 and p 2 are disjoint if they have no common nodes. A set of paths are disjoint if they are pairwise disjoint. Let X 1 and X 2 are two sets of nodes, a r À linking between X 1 and X 2 are a set of r disjoint paths that start in X 1 and end in X 2 [15] . We apply Theorem 1 in [15] to the system described by S, where M can reconstruct the input, i.e., gradients G t , if and only if there exists a m À linking from all nodes f1; 2; . . . ; mg to M and its neighbors. However, this is only possible when every nodes are neighbors of M and the paths of the m À linking are the nodes themselves.
t u
If all other nodes are connected to M, the malicious node can reconstruct e G t by duplicating the linear combination steps at the other nodes and differentiating the successive parameter vectors. This is exactly what happens in Fig. 1a . The proof for the latter part of the theorem relies on the analysis of the generic rank of structured systems [15] , [16] , which relates the rank of the transfer matrix ðzI À AÞ À1 C; z 2 C C of S to the topological features defined by vertex disjoint paths of the communication graph. In the statement of the theorem, almost any means all choices of entries in A except a set of Lebesgue measure zero. These bad values are corresponding to the solutions of a polynomial function [16] .
Partial Reconstruction
Reconstructing the subgradients of all other nodes is severely constrained by the topology of the communication graph, the malicious node may turn to reconstruct the subgradients from some of the nodes. A logical step forward from the full reconstruction problem is partial reconstruction. That is, given a set of nodes, what are the topological requirements for the communication graph that allows a malicious node to reconstruct the subgradients of this set of nodes. Suppose a malicious node wants to reconstruct the subgradients of a set of nodes N . For the purpose of analysis, we break the input e G t of the system S into two parts. One part e G N t is the columns of e G t that are corresponding to the subgradients of the nodes in N , and another part e G U t is corresponding to all other nodes. The dynamics of the algorithm can be described by the following system S 0 , which is equivalent to the system S:
B N and B U are suitable matrices that align the input to corresponding columns. Instead of considering the invertibility of S 0 , we consider the partial invertibility of S 0 -inverting only e G N t from the output Y t . The next theorem relates the partial invertibility of S 0 to the topological properties of the communication graph. Fig. 1 . Illustrating the impact of network topology on privacy preservation. In each of the three-node networks, M is a malicious node (learner) that wants to gather the subgradients of P and Q. (a) M can easily reconstruct the subgradients of P and Q by differentiating successive parameters received from P and Q. (b) M cannot reconstruct the subgradients of P and Q. Intuitively, this is because M does not receive any information from Q and the parameters of P is "mixed" with Qs parameters and subgradients.
Theorem 7. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the sequence of output vector Y t at the malicious node M giving rise to a unique sequence of e G N t for almost any choice of nonzero elements in A are 1. All nodes in N are connected to M. 2. No other nodes are connected to the nodes in N but not connected to M.
Proof. As sufficiency is straightforward, we prove the necessity here. For a sequence of real vectors fA t g 1 t¼1 , the one-side z-transform is defined as
where AðzÞ is well defined in the complex plane except of a disk centered at zero. The relation between the ztransforms of the variables in the system S (equivalently S 0 ) is
where the transfer matrix of the system S 0 is defined as
Each element of T ðzÞ is a rational function, and the matrix rank is taken over the rational expression field. We further assume that W 1 ¼ 0; otherwise, it may be absorbed into the first input e G 1 . The readers may find more detailed description of the above definitions and concepts in standard textbooks on modern control theory, for example, [14] . The proof is divided into two steps.
Step 1: Supposing jN j ¼ r, we first show that if Y t determines a unique sequence of inputs to the nodes in N , we must have
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose (36) does not hold. Then, there exists at least one row of T N ðzÞ that is linearly dependent on the other rows of T ðzÞ. Let T i N ðzÞ be this linearly dependent row. Then, there exists a vector e GðzÞ, with the ith element nonzero such that GðzÞT ðzÞ ¼ 0. This corresponds to a nonzero input at one of the nodes in N , but the output Y t is zero for all time, and thus, this nonzero input cannot be recovered.
Step 2: We relate the rank condition (36) to the topology of the communication graph in this step and complete the proof.
Let us denote the set of the neighbor nodes of M as P. According to Sundaram and Hadjicostis [15] and Dion et al. [16] , the rank of the transfer matrix of S 0 can be analyzed under the framework of structured systems. Given a graph, for any choice of nonzero elements in A except for a set of measure zero, rankðT ðzÞÞ ¼ max: # of vertex disjoint paths from all nodes to fMg [ P rankðT U ðzÞÞ ¼ max: # of vertex disjoint paths from U to fMg [ P:
It is obvious that rankðT ðzÞÞ ¼ degðMÞ þ 1 where degðMÞ is the degree of M, as we may choose the vertex disjoint paths to be the nodes in fMg [ P themselves. We denote rankðT U ðzÞÞ ¼ u. The rank condition (36) reads
First, partition the set fMg [ P as fMg [ P À N and ffMg [ Pg \ N. Thus
Now, if N is not contained in fMg [ P, then we have jffMg [ Pg \ Nj < jN j ¼ r. Furthermore, since fMg [ P À N is a subset of U, we have u ! jfMg [ P À N j. Thus, we would have deg M þ 1 < u þ r, which contradicts (37). Thus, we must have N being a subset of fMg [ P.
Next, suppose that some node in N has a neighbor in U that is not also in fMg [ P. Then, we have u > jfMg [ P À N j, and since jN j ¼ r (which means that jffMg [ Pg \ Nj ¼ jN j ¼ r), we have deg M þ 1 < u þ r, which again contradicts (37). Thus, no node in N can have a neighbor that is not in fMg [ P.
The proof of sufficiency is a simple corollary of Theorem 6. If the nodes in N and M satisfy the conditions in Theorem 7, the nodes of N [ fMg form a network that satisfies the full reconstruction condition in Theorem 6, and M can reconstruct the subgradients of the nodes in N by duplicating the linear combination and local subgradient steps at the node in N . Similar to the full reconstruction, the only exception for the partial reconstruction is e G N 1 , whose recovery depends on the knowledge of the initial parameters W N 1 . The proof for necessity is significantly harder than that of the full reconstruction. This theorem confirms our intuition by saying, for a set of nodes N , if they directly provide information to M and there is no other nodes that "mix" unknown information into this set of nodes, M can reconstruct the subgradients of the nodes in N ; otherwise, the subgradients can only be determined up to a linear subspace [15] .
The theory developed above can guide us to examine or design communication networks with privacy-preserving properties. We define a privacy-preserving communication network as the following: Definition 8. We say a communication network CðAÞ is privacy preserving if and only if the conditions in Theorem 7 do not hold for any node M and any set of nodes N .
A set of nodes is called a vertex cut of a directed graph G if the removal of these nodes renders the graph disconnected.
The connectivity ðGÞ of the graph is the size of the smallest vertex cut. Suppose a communication network is not privacy preserving, then there exist node M and a set of nodes N satisfy the conditions in Theorem 7. Furthermore, we assume that not all nodes are connected to M. Then, removing M makes the graph disconnected because there is no path from the nodes in U to the nodes in N , so fMg is a vertex cut and ðCðAÞÞ ¼ 1. The above analysis can be summarized by the following theorem:
Theorem 9. For a communication network CðAÞ, if ðCðAÞÞ > 1 and 8 node j, jNðjÞj < m À 1, then CðAÞ is privacy preserving.
It can be shown that many interesting networks, including those studied by Duchi et al. [9] , are privacy preserving. For example, 1) the grid, where nodes are aligned on a 2-dimension grid and connected to the nearest four neighbors; 2) the k-dimension hypercube, where nodes are placed on the vertices of an imaginary k-dimension hypercube, and connected to the neighbor vertices; 3) expander graphs, one can construct expander graphs to have large connectivity. These graphs have good mixing properties.
Reconstruction under Projection
We define auxiliary variables r Suppose again that the malicious node is interested in the node in the set N , the dynamics of the distributed online learning algorithm with projection can be described by the following system S 00 :
Note that reconstructing e G U t þ R U tþ1 in system S 00 is the same as reconstructing e G U t in system S 0 , and it has been addressed in Theorem 7. Therefore, to reconstruct the subgradients e G U t in system S 00 , it is sufficient to reconstruct or separate the projection difference R 
Let us denote the set of neighbor node of M as P. According to Dion et al. [16] , for almost any choice of A, the rank of the transfer matrix T ðzÞ and T U 0 ðzÞ are rankðT ðzÞÞ ¼ max: # of vertex disjoint paths from all input nodes to fMg [ P rankðT U 0 ðzÞÞ ¼ max: # of vertex disjoint paths from U 0 to fMg [ P:
For each vertex disjoint path starting from i g ; i 2 N , placing i g with i r also forms a vertex disjoint path. We can conclude that rankðT ðzÞÞ ¼ rankðT U 0 ðzÞÞ. Therefore, the sequence Y t cannot determine a unique sequence of subgradients e G 
RELATED WORKS
Recently, some research effort has been devoted to devising distributed online learning. For instance, Zinkevich et al. [13] show that one can distribute the data on slave nodes. The slaves periodically poll the centralized master node to receive the latest parameter vector. This is used to compute stochastic gradients that are then fed back to the master node at the expense of using delayed subgradients. Their bounds have the form Oð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi N p Þ and Oð þ logðN=mÞÞ, where is the delay in the subgradient calculation. Given the fact that is as large as m in a round-robin fashion communication scheme, the bounds of Zinkevich et al. [17] are similar to ours.
The decentralized learning paradigm was pioneered in distributed optimization. For example, Duchi et al. [9] proposed a dual averaging algorithm for distributed convex optimization. They provided sharp bounds on their convergence rates as a function of the network size and topology by careful mixing time arguments. Zinkevich et al. [13] proposed to perform local stochastic gradient descent individually and then give the output as the average of local parameters at the final step. However, their fixed step size assumption does not guarantee the algorithm to converge to the true optimum. In terms of algorithmic structures and underlying mathematical foundations, our algorithm is a natural extension of the works of Nedic and Ozdaglar [2] and Ram et al. [1] for distributed convex optimization to online learning, but our analysis handles strongly convex function and yields Oðlog T Þ regret. If our regret bounds are converted to convergence rates, then we obtain not only Oð1= 2 Þ rates for convex functions, but also Oð1=Þ rates for strongly convex functions, which are not covered by Nedic and Ozdaglar [2] and Ram et al. [1] . Except the work of Zinkevich et al. [17] , which is obviously privacy preserving due to the lack of communication, none of these works considered the privacy preserving aspect of the algorithms.
Privacy preserving has been an active research area in machine learning and data mining. Most privacy-preserving machine learning algorithms modify the original algorithms with cryptographic tools to achieve privacy preservation. Two popular techniques are secure multiparty computation and randomization. For example, the privacy-preserving versions of linear regression [18] , belief propagation/Gibbs sampling [4] , and online prediction over discrete values [3] use SMC to securely compute function values over distributed data without disclosing them to unwanted identities; the privacy-preserving logistic regression [5] uses randomized perturbation to modify the cost function to preserve data privacy. Many algorithms, such as association rule mining and decision tree, can use either SMC or randomization to achieve privacy preservation [18] . Compared to the algorithms using SMC and randomization, our analysis on privacy does not require any modification of the original algorithm. The privacy-preserving properties of ours are intrinsic in the sense that it only relies on a component of our algorithm, the communication graph, to prevent disclosure of local subgradients (hence data) to other nodes. By treating local parameter w i t as an aggregated vector of local subgradients (data), our approach to privacy preservation is closely related to the aggregation-based methods on a conceptual level. For example, Rü ping [6] used group probability over subsets of data to train support vector machines. Avidan and Butman [7] proposed a boosting-based privacy-preserving face detection algorithm by restricting the learner to use limited features provided by the data feeder. One drawback of these algorithms is they sacrifice predictive performance for data privacy by only revealing aggregated or limited information. By contrast, our algorithm achieves the same asymptotic convergence rate as the sequential algorithm on a fixed number of learners.
SIMULATIONS
We conduct two set of simulations to illustrate how quickly the generalization error of our distributed learning algorithm converges given certain number of nodes and to examine the impact of the topology of communication graphs on the convergence rate. For our implementations, each f First, we investigate how the number of nodes affects the predictive performance of our algorithm on both synthetic and RCV1 data sets. 4 The synthetic data are generated uniformly from a 10-dimension unit ball. The classifier is randomly sampled and less than 10 percent of the labels based on the true classifier are flipped to the wrong labels. In total, we generate 1,000,000 training and 500,000 test examples. The second data set is actually a subset of the RCV1 data set. This subset contains 100,000 training examples, 100,000 test examples, and 47,236 features with many zero entries for each sample. Figs. 2a and 2b summarize the results. In line with the theoretical convergence guarantee that our distributed algorithm provides, the test error of our algorithm, even with 256 nodes, indeed converges to that of the sequential learner on both data sets.
For the second experiment, we construct three types of communication graphs consisting of 256 nodes: 1) grid where nodes are laid and connected on a 2D mesh grid; 2) hypercube where nodes are laid and connected on a 8D hypercube; and 3) clique where the nodes form a clique. As shown in Fig. 2c , the clique topology leads to slightly faster convergence than grid and hypercube, but it discloses subgradients in the presence of malicious nodes according to Theorem 6.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have presented a decentralized online learning algorithm and proved novel regret and generalization bounds for a distributed setting. Furthermore, we have showed that the algorithm implies intrinsic privacy-preserving properties based on communication networks.
We have only analyzed the case where the communication matrix A is fixed and does not evolve over time. Our proofs can be extended to the settings of asynchronous update or random communication as studied by Nedic and Ozdaglar [2] . The resulting linear systems are time variant, which is much harder to analyze. However, we conjecture that all the privacy-preserving properties still hold if the transient network connectivity is greater than one upon any update step.
